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Biography:
Mr. Roeschmann is Founder and CEO of PSPAdvisor. PSPadvisor is a management consulting firm supporting small to midsize organizations of all industries in their endeavor to overcome business challenges by implementing world-class business practices, analyzing and improving the productivity of processes and resources, and helping clients establish and achieve their strategic goals. Based in Austin, TX, PSPadvisor supports organizations from a variety of industries including manufacturing, medical, education and non-profit, at all stages ranging from start-up to publicly traded across the US and Europe.

Mr. Roeschmann started his consulting career as a management consultant with ABB Management Consulting GmbH focusing on Strategy, Advanced Project Management and Productivity. He later joined the consulting branch of Factory Logic, Inc. where he managed the Center for Manufacturing Excellence.

Throughout his professional career Mr. Roeschmann held multiple positions as an individual contributor, manager and executive in operations and engineering in small (pre-IPO) to large (Fortune 500) companies, including Dell and Ultra Clean Technology, managing medium to large organization with full budget control and P&L responsibility.

As a general manager he has weathered extreme economic conditions and has successfully led large organizations through significant downturns as well as periods of rapid growth.

Through his professional experience and consulting tenure, Mr. Roeschmann has gained unique insights into products, processes and organizations in a variety of industries such as
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manufacturing, automotive, computing & electronics, semiconductor, administration & services, and non-profit.

Mr. Roeschmann attended the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Technical University of Braunschweig, receiving a double Masters in Business Administration and Mechanical Engineering after completing his military service as an officer in the German army.